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Patented Aug. 10, 1943 2,326,540. 

2,326,540. 
FASTENE, DRIVING Tool 

Edward Krantz, deceased, late of Chicago, El, by 
... Helen Krantz, administratrix, Chicago, Il, as . . . 

... signor of one-half to Henry A.Torstenson, and . . . . . . 
le-half to Valentine Pearson, both of Chicago, . . . 

Application June 12, 1941, Serial No. 397,788 
6. Claims. (Cl. 1-49) 

The principal object of this inventio 
provide an improved fastener driving 
is so constructed and arranged as to.il 
tool being pressed firmly against this 
receiving the fastener at the instant the 
is driven. . . . . . . .. 
Another important object, is to provid 

tool in which the amount of the dri - - 
be quickly increased or decreased to a of the block into a guidewa, 
tool to widely different kinds of work, by in 0. Be which is just lar 
changing a readily accessible spring in a Staple at a tine is loca 

n. is. to, 
l, which 

ig bla 5 is provided with a driving blade it 
e: lowerf extends downwardly from th 

of the tool. portion is of the front wallo still another object of the invention is to pig- front end of the core 
vide novel mea cocking and releasing a The staples, 2 strad 
Spring actuated driving member. ... l5, bar. 4, and are advance while the foregoing statements are indicative into the guideway is by aiol 
in a general way of the nature of the inventipa, bar which is connected with a tensioned, 

and advantages will, Spring 23. . . . . . . 
be apparent to those skilled in the art upog, a full The block 5 is provided with a 
understanding of the construction, arrangement. 20, which a compression spring 2 and cperation of the improved topl. . . . . . spring, upon being compressed, 
A preferred embodiment of the invention is force with which the foremost sta 

presented herein, by way of exemplification, but it. ... the blade down through the 
Will of course be appreciated that the invention is upper end of the spring 2. 
capable of incorporation in...other structurally. 25 underside of a depressible, c 
modified forms coming equally within the SQQpe. try Mr. Y. Y.Y. v. six w, . 1rr wr-e 
of the appended claims. . . . . . . . . . . . . . to... the upper portion of the head 0, 

in the accompanying drawings: . . . . , s: guided in its movement by headed studs, 27, ol 
Fig. 1 is a side view, of a fastener driving took sides of the head which engage 

constructed in accordance with the invention; ... 30, elongated bayonet slots 
Fig. 2 is a vertical longitudinal section through - 

he tool; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Fig. 3 is a front end view of the tool; . . . . . . . 
Fig. 4 is a vertical longitudinal section through. 

the tool, corresponding to Fig. 2 but showing the 85. 
various parts just as the spring-pressed-fastener. 
driving. member. is about to be released...to drive. 
One of the fasteners; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Fig. 5 is a fragmentary side-view of the upper. 
front portion of the tool, with the operating. 40. 
handle in the cap-depressing position shown in 
Fig. 4;. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Fig. 6 is a side view of the compression springs . . . 
in the tool; and : . . . . . . 

Fig. 7 is a similar view of a relatively heavy. 45, o, 
Substitute-spring. . . . . . ... . . . . . ... -- 
The tool shown in the drawings is what is 

known as a compression tacker. It is adapted to 
be used in driving U-shaped staples into wood, oft 
cardboard or other surfaces. The tool includes. 5p-u 
a head..!, a staple. bar it... which extends. rear- i. 
Wardly from the lower portion of the head, a hog 
hand grip f2 which extends rearwardly from the . . . fro 
upper portion of the head in vertically. Spaced. Wi 
relation to the staple bar, and an operating. 55; interg; 

  

  



2 
lever is provided at its rear end with a downward 
ly inclined portion 37 with which an anti-fric 
tion roller 38 on a second lever 39 engages. The 
lever 39, which is relatively long, is located in 
the hand grip f2 immediately above the rock 
lever 35 and is pivoted at its rear end on a pin 
40. The...front end of the lever 39 is provided 
With an anti-friction roller 4 which bears 
against the under surface of the handle (3. 
normal or inactive positions of the levers 35 

The... 
- 0 

and 39 are shown in Fig. 2. The front end of 
the lever 35-which engages with the hook 32 - - - - - - - - W. 

against Said Surface before the driving member on the dog 30-is urged downwardly by a spring 
42 which engages with the rear end of the lever. 

This spring serves to return the front end 35. 
of the lever 35 into hooked engagement with the 
dog 30 after the block f5 has moved downwardly. 
to drive a staple and also serves to return the 
handle 13 to its elevated position. 

In operation the bottom of the tacker is placed 
flatly against the surface into which it is desired 
to drive the staple and the handle 3 is then 
pressed downwardly toward such surface. This 
movement of the handle imparts a generally cor 
responding movement to the underlying lever 
39, causing the lever 35 to rock from the position 
shown in Fig.2 to the position shown in Fig. 4. 
The front end of the lever 35 in moving upward 
ly carries with it the driving block 5, progres 
sively compressing the spring 25 between the bot 

... tom of the socket 24 in the block and the under 
side of the cap 26. As the block 5 approaches 
the upper end of its movement the beveled nose 
33 on the dog 30 cams against a cross pin 43 in 
the upper portion of the head 9, forcing the 
hook 32 on the dog forwardly out from engage 
ment with the front end of the rock lever 35. 
Just before this release occurs a protuberance 
44 on the underside of the front end of the handle. 
f3 moves into engagement with the upper surface 
of the cap 26, forcing the cap downwardly a short 
distance. This downward movement of the cap 
further compresses the spring 25 at the instant 
of release and by offering additional resistance 
to the downward movement of the handle" as it 
approaches its tripping position insures the tool 
being pressed firmly against the surface into 
which the staple is to be driven at the instant 
that the driving takes place. 
The pin 43 is so located with respect to the 

nose 33 of the dog 30 in the elevated position of 
the latter as to defer the tripping action and 
consequent release of the driving member 5 
until after enough pressure has been brought to 
bear by the handle 13 to cause the cap 28 to start 
yielding downwardly under the resistance offered 
by the then already compressed spring 25. This 
insures the staple being firmly, evenly and fully 
driven into the surface. - - - - 
What is claimed is: ". . . . . . 
1. In a device of the character described, a 

body member adapted to be placed against the 
surface into which a fastener is to be driven, an 
operating handle on the body member adapted 
to be moved in the direction of said surface, a 
spring actuated driving member, a connection be-, 
tween the handle and the driving member for 
first elevating the driving member and then re 
leasing the same when the handle is moved in 
said direction, and resiliently yieldable means for 
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active during all but the latter part of the move 
ment of the operating handle. 

2. In a device of the character described, a 
body member adapted to be placed against the 
surface into which a fastener is to be driven, an 
operating handle on the body member, a spring 
actuated driving member, a connection between 
the handle and the driving member for first ele 

tivating the driving member and then releasing the 
Same When the handle is moved to operate the 
device, and resiliently yieldable means for re 
quiring the body member to be pressed firmly 

is released, said means remaining inactive during 
all but the latter part of the movement of the 
Operating handle. 

3. In a device of the character described, a body 
member adapted to be placed against the sur 
face into which a fastener is to be driven, an 
operating handle on the body member adapted 
to be moved in the direction of said surface, a 
spring actuated driving member, a connection be 
tween the handle and the driving member for 
first elevating the driving member and then re 

2 5 
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leasing the same when the handle is moved in 
said direction, and resiliently yieldable means for 
resisting movement of the handle in said direc 
tion just prior to the driving member being re 
leased, whereby to insure the body member being 
pressed firmly against said surface at the instant 
the fastener is driven, said resiliently yieldable 
means consisting of a compression spring which 
also serves to actuate the driving member. 

4. In a device of the character described, a 
body member, a fastener driving member mov 
ably mounted in the body member, a coil spring 
positioned with one of its ends in engagement 
with the driving member for moving the latter 
to drive a fastener, a stop for engagement with 
the other end of the spring, and means for re 
tracting the fastener driving member toward the 
Stop to compress the Spring, said stop being nor 
mally locked to the body against Sidewise move 
ment With respect to the direction in Which the 
fastener driving member moves in driving a 
staple, and being depressible from said locked 

. . position in said direction against the resistance of 
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the Spring into an unlocked position in which it 
may be removed sidewise, whereby to expose and 
permit ready removal of the spring. . . 

5. In a device of the character described, a 
body member, a fastener driving member mov 
ably mounted in the body member, a coil spring 
positioned with: one of its ends in engagement 
With the driving member for moving the latter to 
drive a fastener, a stop for engagement with the 
other end of the Spring, and means for retract 
ing the fastener driving member toward the stop 

- to congress the Spring, said stop consisting of 

60 
a sheet metal cap. On the outside of the body 
member, studs projecting from the sides of the 
body member, and L-shaped bayonet slots in the 
sides; cf. the cap for detachably interlocked en 
gagement with the studs, said Siots having lock 

65 

70: 
resisting movement of the handle in said direc 
tion just prior to the driving member being re 
leased, whereby to insure the body member being 
pressed firmly against said surface at the instant 
the fastener is driven, said means remaining in 75 

ing portions which extend in the direction in 
which the fastener driving member moves in 
driving a staple-and having releasing portions 

mentioned portions, and said cap being depressi 
ble, against the resistance of the spring far 
enough to bring the laterally opening portions of 
t:1e bayonet.slots into lateral alignment with the 
studs, and being removable sidewise upon being 
depressed, whereby to permit ready removal of . 
the cap,i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

which open laterally with respect to the first 
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6. In a device of the character described, a 

body member adapted to be placed against the 
surface into which a fastener is to be driven, an 
operating. handle on the body member adapted 
to be moved in the direction of said surface, a 
spring actuated driving member, a connection 
between the handle and the driving member for 
first elevating the driving member and then re 
leasing the same when the handle is moved in 

5 

3 
engageable by the handle and located in the lat 
terportion of the path of movement of the handle 
for resisting movement of the handle in said di 
rection just prior. to the driving member being 
released, whereby to insure the body member be-, 
ing pressed firmly against said surface at the 
instant the fastener is driven. 

HELEN KRANTZ, 
As Administratriac of the Estate ... of Edward 

said direction, and resiliently yieldable means 10 Krante, Deceased. 

  

    

  

  

  


